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Information provided to H.E. Cardinal Mamberti and the Vatican Chancery Court regarding our Claim March 6 2005, January 19 2023 in seq:

Empire is defined as a political unit made up of several territories under one leadership, typically with a central power in a definite location ruling over various periphery territories or nations.

Colonialism is the practice of dominating other countries for purposes of unjust enrichment through extraction of resources.

The world woke up in the 1940's and decided that colonialism was parasitic and unfair, and the maintenance of colonies by foreign, mostly European powers, was politically and socially discredited. Not to be deprived of its ill-gotten income from its foreign colonies, Britain made a big show of ending the commonwealth system it used to maintain control of its former colonies, and at the same time, introduced a territorial regime based on Municipal Corporations acting as governments under contract.

This form of empire which we call "Corporate Feudalism" proved to be distinctly worse than the Commonwealth system it replaced. It follows the same pattern established by Cecil Rhodes and the British South Africa Company--- a British Crown Corporation is hired to act as a Territorial Government and supplied with mercenaries and attorneys sufficient to bully and buy out any duly elected popular government.

The victims are then assumed to be voluntarily accepting this Raj-like quasi-military foreign corporation occupying their territory, and the corporation gains control of the country's legislative and police and economic functions.

They use corporations with names similar to the government they are replacing, so that the people hardly notice that they are now under occupation by a foreign power and being "administered" by a foreign, for-profit corporation.
Please observe the semantic fraud involved in replacing the Federation of States doing business as The United States of America with a British Territorial Municipal Corporation doing business as The United States of America, Incorporated, or replacing the lawful government of Terra Australis with Australia, Incorporated.

They typically try to justify this aggression by alleging that there is some kind of emergency that requires them to step in and act as custodians until such time as the emergency is resolved, or claim that the government of the targeted country is absent, non-existent, or otherwise impaired so that the population is endangered.

We've seen what happened in America in the wake of the Civil War which was created and promoted by an Undeclared British Agent, Abraham Lincoln, a Bar Attorney. The overtaking of much of the Commonwealth occurred in a similar pattern.

In America, the Civil War was the excuse and the emergency Britain used to establish a secretive and non-consensual custodial position allowing it to occupy our country at our own expense and using our own soldiers to do it.

In the Commonwealth nations, Britain simply made a big show of releasing them from its hegemony, then stepped back while keeping the old government operations running. When no new government formed and offered to take over, they walked back in, hung up their shingle, and again, asserted a non-consensual custodial role for themselves.

For the seventeen occupied European countries and Japan, the occasion was the end of the Second World War and the unending custodial role of the Allies still secretly occupying all these countries and running them as for-profit corporations benefiting the British Empire.

The Brits have thus quietly replaced the somewhat independent constitutional commonwealth governments, with a quasi-military government which they literally own, managed and supported by mercenary forces.

They then use the "government" of this similarly named Municipal Corporation to control the native people via the imposition of "laws" styled as codes and regulations and statutes and public policies adopted by the corporation, which then operates the whole country as a for-profit business benefiting the British Empire.

The British King, acting as Emperor, thinks he can wash his hands of any wrong-doing by these various corporations operating as his subcontractors providing governmental services for hire; after all, the British military isn't directly involved --- just British mercenaries hired by separate Municipal Corporations named after the countries they are occupying.

The two-tiered system exposed in America with two Municipal corporations playing off each other in an endless game of Good Cop-Bad Cop, and a 60/40 split between the British and the Pope, is maintained throughout.
This entire system abuses law, using the private "statutes" of corporations and their franchises to replace the public law of each country impacted by this fraud, so it is no surprise that the "governments" provided by these for-profit corporations have become increasingly corrupt, violent, and absurd in their administration.

In America, foreign corporation interests have supported candidates for the private corporate offices used to mirror and impersonate our actual Congressional Offices, and have endeavored to fill these seats with homosexuals, transvestites, pedophiles, communists, fascists, village idiots and nutcases, so as to create the Circus Maximus-style entertainment that the American People are suffering now.

And while Washington, DC, our Federal Capitol, stands vacant, our actual government in Philadelphia stands alone, claiming back all right, title, and interest, all material and immaterial assets which are owed to this country and its people.

There can be no excuse for any further pretension that our government is in "interregnum" or that our lands are "abandoned" or that any foreign quasi-military corporation hired to provide custodial services for us has any business being here, occupying our States of the Union. All fifty State Governments are in Session and our Federation of States is active.

The same applies to the nations within Great Britain and the former Commonwealth.

All the states of Australia have taken action to establish claim and control over their land and soil, as have England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, which have brought forward their traditional Counties and Clans making up their indigenous government. And while these countries together with The United States stand ready to throw off the unauthorized yoke provided by these Municipal Corporations, the countries of western Europe and Japan are simply owed an end to the military occupation which has stifled them and thwarted their national character and bled their economies dry ever since the end of World War II.

To put it all very, very bluntly, we've been under occupation by what appears to be our own Army at our own expense for 160 years without knowing a thing about it. Neither the American people nor their Government was ever told what these Municipal Corporation Subcontractors were doing "in our names" --- literally by impersonating us and otherwise pretending to represent us.

The same conditions apply in the British Home Islands, the former Commonwealth, Occupied Europe, Japan, and numerous other nations that have suffered the substitution of their elected popular governments by similarly named British Crown Corporations carrying out illegal and unlawful mercenary attacks and fraud schemes on their shores --- all in flagrant disregard of international treaties, service contracts such as the Constitutions, and international law overall.

Listen to these two very short video clips which more than adequately describe the oppression and the greed and the reckless uncaring promoted by these British Territorial Corporations:
During the Great Bengal Famine in India, the British, who had no right to be there, were
levying a tax paid as rice extracted from Indian farmers, while sixty million Indian people were
starving to death. In the midst of this great humanitarian crisis, the heartless British
Mercenaries extracted even more rice than usual --- which led to the "Quit India" movement,
meaning that it was time for the British to leave India for good.

We are all involved now in a similarly peaceful but adamant demand that the British pack up
and leave our countries and that their lawless Municipal Corporations and their erring
commercial corporation franchises be liquidated once and for all.

In this very brief video clip,

https://youtube.com/shorts/3OxRY1D4VkU?feature=share

Vandana Shiva very succinctly explains that Africa is starving -- not because of the war in
Ukraine -- but because of out-of- control British-American Agribusiness interests destroying
nutritionally superior local food sources. This leads to chronic illness, which the same
corporate interests also capitalize on.

The evils of corporate self-interest and unbridled profiteering are self-explanatory. Emperor
Charles III, Pope Francis, and the Lord Mayor of the Inner City of London are all on the hot
seat for promoting and allowing all this abuse of the living people by their paper fantasies.

Emperor Charles III now occupies a foreign office while only appearing to sit on the British
Throne and also only appears to be a Christian Monarch limited by the Constitutional
Monarchy agreed to by the people of Britain. Instead, he has offered to rule over them as a
pagan Emperor within a political system provided by the City of Rome.

The "announcement" of this offer was made visual by the Coronation and the use of the
Imperial Crown. Like his Mother before him, Charles III cannot serve two Masters, and be
both Roman Emperor and British King. The people of Britain have observed this and replied
within three days of the Coronation, turning down his offer. They are owed a Christian
Monarch and a limited Constitutional Monarchy, which they demand.

They, in the presence of their indigenous governments, the Clan Chieftains, and the inheritors
of the Norman Barons, join our claim before the Vatican Chancery Court seeking the
liquidation of the offending Municipal Corporations and the associated Corporate Offices
including the Chair of the Estates, as required under Ecclesiastical Law.

We all wish for the end of all territorial occupations by mercenary forces, worldwide, and the
liquidation of those Municipal and Commercial Corporations which have profited from war,
death, disease, malnutrition, pollution, human trafficking, enslavement, and other crimes against humanity.

We wish for Emperor Charles III to be displaced from any claim to the British Throne. Like his Mother, Charles III is promoting fraud, occupying a foreign office, and is secretly in conflict of interest. He is defrauding the people of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales out of the Christian Monarch and Constitutional Monarchy they are owed, while pretending to represent them as King -- not Emperor.

We, the living people and Lawful Persons, wish for immediate and peaceful removal of the offending corporations which have acted as criminal and parasitic organizations feeding on the life-blood of our labor, natural resources, and economies--- corporations and corporate managers like Bill Gates, who have literally been causing the problems that they seek to profit from ---as exemplified by the recent so-called pandemic.

There is enough misery in the world without a handful of mentally and emotionally deficient billionaires and trillionaires who have acquired their unjust enrichment via fraud schemes, idolatry, and violent crime, running around and deliberately causing more misery for profit. We wish for these men and their corporations to be gone, all the purloined assets returned to the rightful owners, and the people set free of any pretense of war.
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